
  

FEURS [L-H] - 15 October 
Race 1 - PRIX CREDIT AGRICOLE LOIRE/HAUTE-LOIRE -  2850m WALK-UP E181 HCP E Monte. Purse 
EUR €26,000. 

1. ECHO LUDOIS - Victorious by 2.5L at Toulouse at the end of last month. Notable contender racing barefoot.   

2. FANGIO DE CREPIN - DQ at Les Sables-d'Olonne in August. Claims on earlier form.  

3. KHALID - Victorious in a driven race at Montier-en-Der on French debut back in August. Placed third twice 

subsequently.  

4. DIONYSOS LA COUY - Down the field tenth in a driven race at Chateauroux nineteen days ago. More 

required.  

5. DJESON D'ARIANE - Put two DQ in driven races behind him when finishing 8.25L fifth at Toulouse a week 

ago. Successful here early last month.  

6. FLYING BRICKELL - Followed up a driven race success at Lyon-Parilly with a DQ at Vincennes. Making 

just his second start in a mounted event.  

7. DROP DE L'ITON - Good 5.25L fourth at Vincennes in a driven race two weeks ago. Failed to place in five 

previous mounted race starts.  

8. CYBELE D'HERMES - Seventh when beaten 6.25L at Vichy last month. Capable of better.  

9. EMIR DE CHENU - Down the field eleventh in a driven race at Marseille-Borely seventeen days ago. Switch 

to a mounted race is no issue.   

10. ELTON DE CHANLECY - Fair 11L third at Hyeres a week ago. Placed twice from five starts here in the 

past.  

11. FIDELIO DU LOISIR - Held 15L fifth at Cavaillon second up. Claims on his 3.25L second at Divonne prior.  

12. CHOUPETTE JALLERIE - DQ at Hyeres seven days ago. Others preferred.  

13. DELHILA CHANTEINS - Good 1.75L fourth here 39 days ago. Bold show expected.  

14. CABOTIN DU BOCAGE - Runner-up on his two most recent starts including when beaten 0.25L here last 

month. Leading contender.  

15. ELECTRICAL STORM - Placed third when beaten 2.25L in a driven race at Argentan sixteen days ago. 

One to note switched to a mounted race.  

Summary: CABOTIN DU BOCAGE (14) can go one better than when 0.25L second at this track. Strong 
claims in current form. DELHILA CHANTEINS (13) may play a role in the finish following a 1.75L fourth in that 
contest. FANGIO DE CREPIN (2) can put a DQ at Les Sables-d'Olonne behind him. Provided good placed 
form prior. ECHO LUDOIS (1) enters calculations having won by 2.5L at Toulouse. 

Selections 

CABOTIN DU BOCAGE (14) - DELHILA CHANTEINS (13) - FANGIO DE CREPIN (2) - ECHO LUDOIS (1)  



Race 2 - PRIX ISOL'AGRO -  2050m MOBILE E52 APP Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. GUYANE GEMA - Bidding to complete a hat-trick when 5L fifth at Les Andelys last month. One to note.  

2. GIGA DE LA VALLEE - Held 13L sixth at Cavaillon five days ago. Others preferred.  

3. GROUPIE - Good 0.75L third at Lyon-Parilly 26 days ago. Notable contender.  

4. GLORY BOX - Midfield finish when 12L eighth at Hyeres a week ago. Better expected on this occasion.  

5. GELA DE MORGE - Fifth when beaten 4.25L at Vichy just under four weeks ago. Claims on earlier form.  

6. GRACE PARKER - Held when losing her rider late on at Divonne in August. Others preferred.  

7. GIVE ME D'ALESA - Placed third when beaten 3.5L at a minor venue last month. Of note in this race.  

8. GRACE MEMORIES - Good 2.5L third at Hyeres last week. Strong claims.  

9. GLOIRE DE LAVAL - Put a couple of DQ behind her when winning at Cluny at the start of the month. Bold 

show expected.  

10. GAMBADE DU CORTA - Third at Cluny at the start of this month. Claims if replicating that effort.  

11. GARTA MAG - Held eighth at Cluny earlier this month. Successful by a nose in a claimer at Jullianges 

prior.  

12. GINA D'OCCAGNES - Finished down the field in a claimer at Cluny. Minor role likely.  

13. GALAXIE DE CAPONET - Fair 25L fifth at Lyon-la-Soie in a mounted race earlier this month. Improvement 

needed.  

14. GEORGIA D'ESTEE - Failed to shine when 28L fourteenth at Marseille-Borely at the start of last month. 

Best watched.  

15. GOLDEN SNOB - Fifth when beaten 3L at Marseille-Borely at the end of last month. Claims.  

Summary: GRACE MEMORIES (8) can take this following a 2.5L third at Hyeres. GLOIRE DE LAVAL (9) 
makes the shortlist. Won a Cluny claimer. GROUPIE (3) enters calculations on the back of a 0.75L third at 
Lyon-Parilly. GOLDEN SNOB (15) is also considered having been beaten 3L fifth at Marseille-Borely. 

Selections 

GRACE MEMORIES (8) - GLOIRE DE LAVAL (9) - GROUPIE (3) - GOLDEN SNOB (15)  



Race 3 - PRIX BALMONT TP -  2050m MOBILE G79 AM Harness. Purse EUR €6,000. 

1. DOUDOU BARAKA - Placed third when beaten 1.75L at Lyon-la-Soie first up. Notable contender.  

2. DREAM DES OLIVIERS - DQ at Aix-les-Bains in August. Changed trainer since that effort.  

3. EMILIE DES IRIS - Debuting for a new trainer on her first start since finishing 5.5L sixth at Lyon-la-Soie at 

the end of January.  

4. DAMOCLEY DE BEA - Seventh at Cluny at the start of the month. Others preferred.  

5. DALTON - Held 19L fourth in an amateurs contest at Marseille-Borely last month. Claims on earlier form.  

6. EMMA D'AMOUR - DQ at Pornichet last month. Top amateur booked to steer.  

7. DEFI DU REYNARD - Runner-up twice since winning by 1.25L at Cagnes-sur-Mer at the end of July. 

Leading contender.  

8. ELGINO - Completed a hat-trick when winning by 2L at Le Croise-Laroche last month. Bold show expected.  

9. DI STEPHANO DE LOU - Fifth at Chateauroux last month. Others preferred.  

10. EAST SOUTH STAR - Placed fourth when beaten 2.5L at Lyon-la-Soie earlier this month. Claims if building 

on that effort.  

11. EMPEREUR DARLING - Held 13L ninth at Lyon-la-Soie first up. More needed.  

12. ELORN - Fair 11L seventh at Lyon-la-Soie at the start of the month. Others hold more obvious claims.  

13. ENERGY OAKS - Down the field at Lyon-Parilly at the start of the month. Looks up against it in this contest.  

14. ETENDARD MAJURO - Placed third at Chalons-en-Champagne earlier this month. Likely to find a few 

too good on this occasion.  

15. DRIBBLEUR - Below par tenth at Lyon-la-Soie. Others hold more obvious claims.  

16. DOULIS D'OCCAGNES - DQ two most recent starts including at Lyon-la-Soie last week. Best watched.  

Summary: DEFI DU REYNARD (7) can go one better than when 0.25L second at Marseille-Borely. ELGINO 
(8) may play a role in the finish following a 2L triumph at Le Croise-Laroche. EMMA D'AMOUR (6) makes the 
shortlist on debut for a new trainer with a top amateur in the sulky. DOUDOU BARAKA (1) is another to 
consider after a 1.75L third at Lyon-la-Soie first up. 

Selections 

DEFI DU REYNARD (7) - ELGINO (8) - EMMA D'AMOUR (6) - DOUDOU BARAKA (1)  



Race 4 - PRIX CHIAVERINA - TMBR -  2850m WALK-UP B50 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €26,000. 

1. IZOR DE DOMPIERRE - Down the field tenth at Vichy last month. Claims on his 2.25L second here prior.  

2. ISTER MAN - Fair 7L sixth at Vichy first up. Step forward likely.  

3. IDEE SHANNON - Fifth when beaten 4.5L at Vichy last month. Capable of better.  

4. ICARE DE JAUNOUX - Completed a double when winning by 2.25L at this track early last month. Notable 

contender.  

5. ICONE DES FORGES - DQ two most recent starts including at Lyon-Parilly last month. Dangerous if 

maintaining stride.  

6. ILETRO JULRY - Nose second at Pont-de-Vivaux in June. Likely to improve for the race.  

7. IKYTA DE LA VALLEE - Successful by 1.25L at Nantes at the start of the month. Strong claims.  

8. IDEAL DE JEAN - Racing in pads for the first time when winning by 1.25L at Angers earlier this month. Top 

chance.  

9. INDOCILE - Put a DQ behind him when 3.25L second in a mounted race at Vichy last month. Claims if 

replicating that effort.  

10. IMPACT DE COLMINE - Debuted with a 2L third at Divonne in August. Of note in this event.  

11. IRON JET - DQ two most recent starts including the G3 Yearling Cup 2021 - Arqana Trot at Vincennes in 

August. Dropping in grade.  

12. INES PICARDE - Down the field lat Rambouillet earlier this month. Others hold more obvious claims.  

13. INDRO PARK - Successful by 1.25L at Lyon-Parilly last month. Bold show expected.  

14. IVANKA DE JILME - Placed on her two most recent starts including when 2L third at Lyon-Parilly last 

month. Noted in this event.  

15. INSOLENTE REUSSITE - Victorious at Rambouillet at the start of the month. Top chance.  

Summary: INSOLENTE REUSSITE (15) can complete a double having won at Rambouillet. Leading claims. 
IDEAL DE JEAN (8) may play a role in the finish following a 1.25L triumph at Angers. INDRO PARK (13) 
makes the shortlist. Won by 1.25L at Lyon-Parilly. IKYTA DE LA VALLEE (7) scored by 1.25L at Nantes and 
is another to consider. 

Selections 

INSOLENTE REUSSITE (15) - IDEAL DE JEAN (8) - INDRO PARK (13) - IKYTA DE LA VALLEE (7)  



Race 5 - PRIX ERGALIS -  2850m WALK-UP B HCP Harness. Purse EUR €26,000. 

1. HEROINE DES LOUPS - DQ at Lyon-la-Soie earlier this month. More needed.  

2. HENRIQUE - Runner-up when beaten 5.25L second at Divonne in August. One to note.  

3. HUPPERCUT DE JOUX - New shoeing combination tried following an 11L sixth at this track early last 

month.  

4. HANDY GOLD - Faded when 15L eighth at this track last month. Capable of better.  

5. HODRIGO EVER - DQ on two of his last three starts including at Beaumont-de-Lomagne last month. Claims 

on best form.  

6. HOUPETTE ROSE - DQ on each of her last three starts. Improvement possible with a new shoeing 

combination tried.  

7. HOOKER MANNETOT - Faded when 12L ninth at Lyon-Parilly last month. Of note racing without shoes for 

the first time.  

8. HOLD DREAM TURBO - Winner of two of his last three starts including by 5.25L at Divonne in August. 

Strong claims.  

9. HARMONIE D'URZY - Down the field tenth at Vichy in June. Likely to improve for the race.  

10. HEAVEN JULRY - Good 2.25L third at this circuit last month. Bold show expected.  

11. HARRY DE SASSY - Winner of all three starts this spell including at Vincennes at the end of last month. 

Leading contender with a new shoeing combination tried.  

12. HOLD OF COMTAL - DQ at Vincennes in February. Best watched on his return from a break.  

13. HORCHESTRO - Winner of four of his last five starts including by 5.5L at Marseille-Borely last month. Top 

chance.  

Summary: HARRY DE SASSY (11) arrives on a four-timer having scored by 2.25L at Vincennes. Leading 
contender with a new shoeing combination tried. Strong claims in current form. HORCHESTRO (13) may 
challenge for the win. Won his past three starts including by 5.5L at Marseille-Borely. HEAVEN JULRY (10) 
makes the shortlist on the back of a 2.25L third at this circuit. HOLD DREAM TURBO (8) is another to consider. 
Impressed winning by 5.25L at Divonne. 

Selections 

HARRY DE SASSY (11) - HORCHESTRO (13) - HEAVEN JULRY (10) - HOLD DREAM TURBO (8)  



Race 6 - PRIX SOCIETY MAGAZINE DE LA LOIRE -  2050m MOBILE E52 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. GLOBAL OAKS - DQ on three of his last four starts including at Lyon-Parilly twelve days ago. Risky 

proposition at present.  

2. GEANT D'OCCAGNES - Below par 9L ninth at Marseille-Borely eight days ago. Others hold more obvious 

claims.  

3. GEANT SARTHOIS - DQ both starts since winning by 3.2.5L at Lyon-Parilly last month. Dangerous if 

maintaining stride.  

4. GRINGO DU NOYER - Runner-up twice prior to a 5.5L fifth at Lyon-Parilly twelve days ago. Claims. 

5. GOOD MEC D'HERIPRE - Fair 6L sixth at Marseille-Borely at the start of last month. Noted in this race.  

6. GENERAL SLY - Successful by a nose at Les Sables-d'Olonne on his penultimate start. Of note despite a 

down the field effort at Segre subsequently.  

7. GANDALF PAULOIS - Midfield finish when 8L eighth at Toulouse two weeks ago. Strong claims having 

shown good form when placed three times in August.  

8. GRAAL DE FROMENTEL - DQ on each of his last five starts. Best watched.  

9. GASTON DE SAUZETTE - Good 1.75L fourth at Marseille-Borely seventeen days ago. One to note.  

10. GRACEFUL TURGOT - Given a break since suffering a DQ at Lyon-Parilly in early April. Likely to improve 

for the race.  

11. GORAZON - Sixth when beaten 16L at Vichy last month. Minor role likely.  

Summary: GANDALF PAULOIS (7) can register a victory having finished 8L eighth at Toulouse. Strong claims 
having shown good form when placed three times in August. GENERAL SLY (6) may put a below par Segre 
effort behind him. Won at Les Sables-d'Olonne prior. GEANT SARTHOIS (3) makes the shortlist. Found 
success by 3.25L at Lyon-Parilly prior to a couple of DQ. GASTON DE SAUZETTE (9) might show up well on 
the back of a 1.75L fourth at Lyon-Parilly. 

Selections 

GANDALF PAULOIS (7) - GENERAL SLY (6) - GEANT SARTHOIS (3) - GASTON DE SAUZETTE (9)  



Race 7 - PRIX MICHOLET METALLERIE -  2850m WALK-UP C150 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €26,000. 

1. FLAG - Fair 4.25L fifth at this venue earlier this month. Step forward required.  

2. FLASH OAKS - Good 3.25L fifth at Lyon-la-Soie nine days ago. One to note.  

3. FANNY LOULOU - Held 6.25L fifth at Marseille-Borely seventeen days ago. Claims on the form she showed 

when winning at Lyon-Parilly prior.  

4. FOR EVER THE BEST - Below par 14L ninth here early last month. Changed trainer since that effort.  

5. GOLD DU RABUTIN - Good 3L fourth at Vichy just under three weeks ago. Bold show expected.  

6. GITANA - Midfield finish when 6.5L eighth at Lyon-la-Soie nine days ago. Improvement required.  

7. FOLLOW DARLING - Held 6.25L eighth here early last month. Likely to find a few too good.  

8. FANTASME - Impressed when winning by 4L at this circuit 39 days ago. Top chance.  

9. FAMILOTE - Down the field twelfth in a better race at Lyon-Parilly 26 days ago. Strong claims having 

finished a nose second at Carpentras prior.  

10. GHOST DES CHARRONS - Completed a double when winning by 2L at Lyon-Parilly twelve days ago. 

Leading contender.  

11. FIORANO POTERIE - Runner-up when beaten 0.25L at Marseille-Borely last week. Notable contender.  

12. FORMI - Thirteenth at Lyon-Parilly 26 days ago. Claims if at his best.  

Summary: GHOST DES CHARRONS (10) bids for a hat-trick following a 2L victory at Lyon-Parilly. Leading 
chance in current form. FANTASME (8) can play a role in the finish having impressed winning by 4L here. 
FAMILOTE (9) could put a below par twelfth at Lyon-Parilly behind her with a new shoeing combination tried. 
GOLD DU RABUTIN (5) is another to consider on the back of a 3L fourth at Vichy. 

Selections 

GHOST DES CHARRONS (10) - FANTASME (8) - FAMILOTE (9) - GOLD DU RABUTIN (5)  



Race 8 - PRIX AURASTOCK -  3525m WALK-UP B500 HCP E Harness. Purse EUR €40,000. 

1. CONCERTO GEDE - Ended last spell with a DQ at Vincennes at the end of August. Likely to improve for 

the race.  

2. DEFI DE NAY - Fair 3L seventh at Paray-le-Monial six days ago. Others hold more obvious claims.  

3. ELAN BAROQUE - Down the field 33L eighth at Cavaillon last month. Claims on his 1.25L triumph at this 

circuit prior.  

4. DROP DES DURIEZ - Demonstrated good form prior to a down the field tenth at Vincennes a week ago. 

Bold show expected.  

5. BIG BOSS - Fair 7.5L sixth at Cavaillon last month. Has won at this venue in the past.  

6. EPIC JULRY - Caught the eye when 4.25L fifth here early last month. Claims. 

7. CRESCENDIS - Faded when 11L sixth at Vincennes just under five weeks ago. Of note in this race.  

8. CE RETOUR D'OSCAR - Runner-up when beaten 2.25L at Caen six days ago. Noted in this event.  

9. CARNAVAL DU VIVIER - Good 3.5L second in the G3 Grand Prix Anjou-Maine at Angers nine days ago. 

Top chance.  

10. CALLE CROWN - Good 0.75L third in the G3 Prix Rmc at Vincennes early last month. Strong claims.  

11. DUEL DU GERS - Placed third when beaten 4.25L at Craon eighteen days ago. Leading contender.  

Summary: CARNAVAL DU VIVIER (9) can go one better than when 3.5L second in the G3 Grand Prix Anjou-
Maine at Angers. Leading player eased in standard. DUEL DU GERS (11) may deliver a big effort on the back 
of a 4.25L third at Craon. CALLE CROWN (10) makes the shortlist following a 0.75L third in the G3 Prix Rmc 
at Vincennes. DROP DES DURIEZ (4) is also considered having registered a number of good efforts in defeat 
prior to a tenth at Vincennes. 

Selections 

CARNAVAL DU VIVIER (9) - DUEL DU GERS (11) - CALLE CROWN (10) - DROP DES DURIEZ (4) 


